ABSTRACT In index modulation schemes, information bits are conveyed through indexing of transmission entities, such as antennas, subcarriers, times slots, precoders, subarrays, and radio frequency (RF) mirrors. Index modulation schemes are attractive for their advantages, such as good performance, high rates, and hardware simplicity. This paper focuses on index modulation schemes in which multiple transmission entities, namely, antennas, time slots, and RF mirrors, are indexed simultaneously. Recognizing that such multidimensional index modulation schemes encourage sparsity in their transmit signal vectors, we propose efficient signal detection schemes that use compressive sensing based reconstruction algorithms. Results show that, for a given rate, improved performance is achieved when the number of indexed transmission entities is increased. We also explore indexing opportunities in load modulation (LM), which is a modulation scheme that offers power efficiency and reduced RF hardware complexity advantages in multiantenna systems. Results show that indexing time and RF mirrors in load modulated multiantenna systems can achieve improved performance. A stagewise algorithm based on message passing suited for the detection of indexed LM signals is also proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Conventional modulation schemes convey information bits by sending symbols from complex modulation alphabets such as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and phase shift keying (PSK) signal sets. In addition to the bits conveyed by complex modulation symbols, the indices of transmission entities such as transmit antennas, time slots, subcarriers, subarrays, etc., which get activated during data transmission can convey additional information bits. Modulation schemes in which bits are conveyed through such indexing are referred to as index modulation schemes [1] , [2] . Several index modulation schemes and their performance are being reported extensively in the recent literature (see [2] and the references therein).
A popular index modulation scheme in the literature is spatial modulation, where transmit antennas are indexed to convey information bits [3] - [5] . In its basic form, spatial modulation (SM) activates only one among the available transmit antennas at a time, and which antenna gets activated conveys information bit(s). Since only one transmit radio frequency (RF) chain is adequate for its operation, SM has the RF hardware simplicity advantage. A generalized version of SM, referred to as generalized spatial modulation (GSM) [6] - [8] , allows simultaneous activation of more than one antenna at a time, and which antennas are activated convey information bits. GSM has the advantage of achieving higher rates and better performance than SM and spatial multiplexing [7] . SM and GSM employed in a multiuser multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) setting on the uplink have been shown to offer attractive performance compared to conventional modulation [9] - [12] . Similar to indexing antennas, subarrays in an antenna array can be indexed. Such an indexing scheme, termed as subarray index modulation, can be attractive in mmWave communication [13] , [14] .
Subcarrier index modulation schemes index subcarriers in multicarrier systems [15] - [21] . For example, in an OFDM based subcarrier index modulation scheme, not all subcarriers in an OFDM frame carry modulation symbols, and which subcarriers among the available subcarriers carry symbols convey additional information bits. Equivalently, in the time domain, time slots in a frame can be indexed in block transmission systems [22] . That is, some time slots in a frame can be left unused by design so that the indices of the usedtime slots convey information bits. In precoder index modulation [23] , [24] , the transmitter is provided with a set of pseudo-random precoder matrices, and, at a time, one among them is chosen and used. The index of the precoder used conveys information bits.
The use of parasitic elements for signaling is getting popular because of its advantages that include improved performance [25] , [26] . Media-based modulation (MBM) is one such scheme [27] - [30] . MBM uses digitally controlled (ON/OFF) parasitic elements external to the transmit antenna that act as RF mirrors to create different channel fade realizations which are used as the channel modulation alphabet, and uses indexing of these RF mirrors to convey information bits. An advantage of MBM is that the number of bits conveyed through indexing of RF mirrors grows linearly with the number of mirrors used. This is in contrast with SM schemes where the number of index bits grow only logarithmically in number of antennas. MBM signal vectors have good distance properties, and this enables MBM to achieve better performance compared to conventional modulation schemes.
Motivated by the performance gains that can be potentially realized through the use of index bits, in this paper, we investigate index modulation schemes in which multiple transmission entities, namely, antennas, time slots, and RF mirrors, are indexed simultaneously. Specifically, we consider 1) timeindexed spatial modulation (TI-SM), where time slots and transmit antennas are indexed [31] , 2) time-indexed mediabased modulation (TI-MBM), where time slots and RF mirrors are indexed [32] , 3) spatial modulation-media-based modulation (SM-MBM), where transmit antennas and RF mirrors are indexed, and 4) time-indexed SM-MBM (TI-SM-MBM), where time slots, transmit antennas, and RF mirrors are indexed simultaneously [33] . We also propose efficient signal detection schemes that use compressive sensing based reconstruction algorithms that exploit the sparsity that is inherently present in the signal vectors of these schemes [34] - [36] . It is found that, for a given rate, improved performance can be achieved when more transmission entities are indexed.
MIMO systems employing large antenna arrays to achieve substantial diversity and power gains are gaining increased importance [37] , [38] . The following characteristics are typical in such systems: 1) each transmit antenna has a separate RF chain (consisting of digital-to-analog converters (DAC), mixers, filters) and a power amplifier (PA) associated with it, 2) implementation of RF transmission is achieved through 'voltage modulation,' which creates antenna currents that are proportional to the signals to be transmitted, i.e., the input voltage to the PA in each transmit RF chain is varied (modulated) according to the transmit signal in that chain, and 3) information bits are carried by complex-valued modulation alphabets such as QAM/PSK. The consequences of these characteristics are as follows. First, the RF hardware complexity, size, and cost increase with increasing number of transmit antennas. Second, the use of voltage modulation impose linearity requirements on the PAs that affect power efficiency, particularly with QAM and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [39] . In the wake of increased energy consumption by the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector [40] , developing energy efficient array architectures has become an important goal in next generation wireless systems. Load modulated arrays is emerging as a promising MIMO array architecture that alleviates the aforementioned issues [41] , [42] .
Unlike the traditional voltage modulation, load modulation (LM) creates an antenna current by varying the antenna load impedance in accordance with the transmit information signal, while maintaining the PA input at a constant level [42] . In a load modulated array (LMA) [41] , a single central power amplifier (CPA) drives the entire ensemble of transmit antennas. The CPA is fed by a source with a fixed voltage level and frequency. The antenna load impedances are modulated according to the information signals, in effect implementing the signal set in the analog domain. This analog implementation of the signal set in LMAs eliminates the need for traditional transmit RF chains. The use of LMAs, therefore, allows significant reduction in RF hardware complexity leading to compact and power efficient transmitters, while retaining the performance advantages of MIMO transmission. Implementation methods for realizing load modulators using PIN diodes and microstrip lines have been reported in the recent literature [43] . LM has also been shown to achieve better performance compared to conventional modulation [44] . Recognizing the promise and importance of LMAs, we investigate the opportunities and architectures for index modulation in LMAs. Specifically, we study indexing of time slots and RF mirrors in LMAs. Time and RF mirror indexed LM systems are shown to achieve improved performance. In order to detect indexed LM signals at low complexities, a stagewise detection algorithm based on message passing is proposed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Multidimensional modulation schemes that index antennas, time slots, and RF mirrors, and their rate analysis and bit error performance are presented in Sec. II. Section III presents compressive sensing based algorithms for detection of largedimensional index modulation signals. Indexed LM schemes, message passing detection algorithm, and performance are presented in Sec. IV. Conclusions are presented in Sec. V.
II. MULTIDIMENSIONAL INDEX MODULATION SCHEMES
In this section, we consider multidimensional index modulation schemes in which combinations of antennas, time slots, and RF mirrors are indexed simultaneously. The considered schemes include 1) TI-SM scheme, where time slots and transmit antennas are indexed, 2) TI-MBM scheme, where Figure 1 shows the generalized block diagram of the multidimensional index modulation scheme. The notations for various system parameters used throughout the paper are listed in Table 1 .
A. TIME-INDEXED SPATIAL MODULATION (TI-SM)
In TI-SM, indexing is done across time and space (i.e., across time slots and antennas) [31] . The TI-SM scheme has n t transmit antennas and one transmit RF chain. Figure 1 specializes to TI-SM if RF mirrors and the RF mirror control switch are removed. Information bits are conveyed through time-slot indexing, antenna indexing, and QAM/PSK symbols. The channel between a transmit-receive antenna pair is assumed to be frequency-selective with L multipaths. Time-slot and antenna indexing are done as follows.
1) TIME-SLOT INDEXING
Time is divided into frames. Each frame consists of N +L −1 time-slots, where N is the length of the data part of the frame in number of time slots, and L − 1 is the number of time slots 
2) ANTENNA INDEXING
In each active slot, one transmit antenna out of n t antennas is selected based on log 2 n t bits. These bits are called 'antenna index bits' and the antenna selected is called the 'active antenna' in that slot. Note that in a TI-SM frame, the active antenna can be different in each of the active slots. Also, none of the antennas are active in an inactive slot. Since K out of N time slots are active in a frame, K log 2 n t information bits are conveyed through antenna indexing in one frame. Further, a symbol from a conventional modulation alphabet M (say, QAM or PSK) is transmitted from the active antenna in an active slot. This conveys log 2 |M| bits in each active time slot. Hence, K log 2 |M| bits are conveyed in a frame by conventional modulation symbols. Thus, in each active time slot in a frame, an n t × 1 SM signal vector is transmitted. The achieved rate in TI-SM scheme is therefore given by
3) TI-SM SIGNAL SET
As noted earlier, an n t × 1 SM signal vector is transmitted in an active time slot of a frame, and nothing gets transmitted in an inactive slot. The SM signal set is given by
For example, if n t = 4 and |M| = 2 (i.e., BPSK), then the SM signal set is given by
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Let x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N denote the transmitted signal vectors in N slots. The TI-SM signal set then can be written as
where 0 denotes n t × 1 zero vector, T denotes the set of all valid TAPs, and t x denotes the TAP corresponding to the signal vector x. The size of TI-SM signal set is
An Nn t × 1 TI-SM signal vector from S ti-sm is transmitted over N slots in a frame.
4) TI-SM RECEIVED SIGNAL
We assume that the channel remains invariant for one frame duration. Let n r denote the number of receive antennas at the receiver. Assuming perfect channel knowledge at the receiver, after removing the CP, the Nn r × 1 received signal vector can be written as
where n is Nn r × 1 noise vector with n ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I) and H is Nn r × Nn t equivalent block circulant matrix given by
where H l denotes the n r × n t channel matrix corresponding to the lth multipath,
In this section, we consider TI-MBM. In TI-MBM, indexing is done across time slots and RF mirrors [32] . The TI-MBM transmitter consists of one transmit antenna (i.e., n t = 1) and m rf RF mirrors placed near it. The transmit antenna and its m rf RF mirrors together is called an 'MBM transmit unit' (MBM-TU). Figure 1 specializes to TI-MBM by using only one MBM-TU and removing the RF switch. Bits are conveyed through time-slot indexing, RF mirror indexing, and QAM/PSK symbols. Time-slot indexing is done in the same way as in TI-SM. A symbol from the alphabet M gets sent in each active time slot.
1) RF MIRROR INDEXING
The propagation environment near the transmit antenna in each active slot is controlled by the ON/OFF status of the m rf RF mirrors. The ON/OFF status of the m rf mirrors is controlled by m rf information bits. These bits are called the 'mirror index bits'. An m rf -length pattern of ON/OFF status of the mirrors in an active slot is called a 'mirror activation pattern' (MAP). In an active slot, one of the 2 m rf MAPs is selected using m rf information bits. A mapping is done between the combinations of m rf information bits and the MAPs. The mapping between the MAPs and information bits is made known a priori to both the transmitter and the receiver for encoding and decoding purposes, respectively. In each active time slot in a frame, a 2 m rf × 1 MBM signal vector is transmitted. The achieved rate in TI-MBM scheme is therefore given by
+ log 2 |M| bpcu. (7) It is noted that the conventional MBM without time-slot indexing becomes a special case of TI-MBM when K = N .
2) TI-MBM SIGNAL SET
Define M 0 M ∪ 0 and M 2 m rf . The conventional MBM signal set, denoted by S mbm , is the set of M × 1-sized MBM signal vectors, which is given by
where k is the index of the MAP. The size of the MBM signal set is |S mbm | = M |M|. For example, for m rf = 2 and |M| = 2 (i.e., BPSK), the MBM signal set is given by
Let x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N denote the transmitted signal vectors in N slots. The TI-MBM signal set then can be written as (10) where T denotes the set of valid TAPs and t x denotes the TAP corresponding to x. The size of the TI-MBM signal set is |S ti-mbm | = 2 log 2 (
An NM × 1 TI-MBM signal vector from S ti-mbm is transmitted over N slots in a frame.
3) TI-MBM RECEIVED SIGNAL
Let h j (l, k) denote the channel gain from the transmit MBM-TU to the jth receive antenna on the lth multipath for the kth MAP, where
Assume that the channel
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remains invariant over one frame duration and assume perfect timing and channel knowledge at the receiver. After removing the CP, the Nn r × 1-sized received signal vector y can be written as y = Hx + n, where n is the noise vector of size Nn r × 1 with n ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I), and H is the Nn r × NM equivalent block circulant matrix of the same form as (6) , with H l being the n r × M channel matrix corresponding to the lth multipath.
C. SPATIAL MODULATION-MEDIA-BASED MODULATION (SM-MBM)
In this section, we consider SM-MBM. In SM-MBM, indexing is done across MBM-TUs and RF mirrors. The SM-MBM transmitter has n t MBM-TUs and one RF chain. Figure 1 specializes to SM-MBM by removing the time-slot activation pattern selector, as indexing in time is not involved in SM-MBM. Bits are conveyed through MBM-TU indexing, RF mirror indexing, and QAM/PSK symbols.
In SM-MBM, all the N time slots in a frame are used for transmission. In each time slot, one out of n t MBM-TUs is selected based on log 2 n t bits, and an n t × 1 SM signal vector from S sm gets transmitted across n t MBM-TUs. The m rf mirrors near the active MBM-TU are made ON/OFF depending on the MAP chosen based on m rf bits. Therefore, in addition to the bits conveyed by the SM vector, the different channel fade realizations created by the RF mirrors in the active MBM-TU also convey bits through the MAP index. Hence, the achieved rate in SM-MBM is given by
The SM-MBM signal set, denoted by S sm-mbm , is given by
where s j ∈ M ∪ 0, l j is the index of the MAP chosen on the jth MBM-TU, and e l j is an M × 1 vector whose l j th coordinate is '1' and all other coordinates are zero. Note that the length of a SM-MBM signal vector is n t M ×1, and the size of SM-MBM signal set is |S sm-mbm | = n t M |M|. The transmit vector in N time slots of a TI-SM frame is an
, where x i ∈ S sm-mbm . The number of possible transmit vectors in a frame is (n t M |M|) N .
2) SM-MBM RECEIVED SIGNAL
Let h (j,i) (l, k) denote the channel gain from the ith MBM-TU to the jth receive antenna on the lth multipath for the kth MAP, where
In each slot, an SM-MBM signal vector from S sm-mbm is sent. At the receiver, after removing the CP, the Nn r × 1 received signal vector y can be written as y = Hx + n, where n is the Nn r × 1 noise vector with n ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I), and H is the Nn r × Nn t M equivalent block circulant channel matrix of the form (6), with H l being the n r × n t M channel matrix corresponding to the lth multipath.
D. TIME-INDEXED SM-MBM (TI-SM-MBM)
In this section, we consider TI-SM-MBM, which is a generalized scheme of which TI-SM, TI-MBM, and SM-MBM are special cases [33] . In TI-SM-MBM, time slots, antennas, and RF mirrors are indexed simultaneously (see Fig. 1 ). The TI-SM-MBM scheme has n t MBM-TUs and one transmit RF chain. Time indexing is done by choosing K out of N time slots in a frame as active slots, based on log 2 N K bits. In an active time slot, one of the n t MBM-TUs is selected based on log 2 n t bits and activated. The RF mirrors associated with the active MBM-TU are controlled by m rf bits that select a MAP. A symbol from M is transmitted from the active MBM-TU in an active time slot. Therefore, the achieved rate in TI-SM-MBM scheme is given by
In TI-SM-MBM, an SM-MBM signal vector from S sm-mbm in (12) is transmitted in an active time slot and nothing gets transmitted in an inactive time slot. Let x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N denote the transmit vectors in N slots. The TI-SM-MBM signal set is then given by (14) where 0 denotes the n t M ×1 zero vector, t x is the TAP of x and T is the set of all valid TAPs. The length of a TI-SM-MBM signal vector is thus Nn t M × 1. Note that there are only K non-zero elements out of Nn t M elements in a TI-SM-MBM signal vector, whose positions are decided by the chosen TAP, MAP, and active MBM-TU index. The size of the TI-SM-MBM signal set is |S ti-sm-mbm | = 2 log 2 ( N K ) (n t M |M|) K . A signal vector from S ti-sm-mbm is transmitted in a frame. It can be seen that TI-SM, TI-MBM, and SM-MBM become special cases of TI-SM-MBM when i) K < N , n t > 1,
2) TI-SM-MBM RECEIVED SIGNAL
At the receiver, after removing the CP, the Nn r × 1 received signal vector y can be written as y = Hx + n, where x ∈ S ti-sm-mbm is the transmit vector of size Nn t M × 1, and n and H are as defined for SM-MBM.
E. MAXIMUM ACHIEVED RATE
In this subsection, we analyze the maximum achieved rate in TI-SM-MBM. From this analysis, the maximum achieved rates in TI-SM and TI-MBM can be obtained as special cases. The rate of TI-SM-MBM in (13) is not a monotonically VOLUME 6, 2018 increasing function of K . Because of the presence of the binomial coefficient term N K , for a given N , n t , m rf , M, and L, the rate initially increases with increasing K up to a certain value (say, K opt ), where the rate becomes maximum. Then the rate starts decreasing if K is increased beyond K opt . We find a value of K for which η ti-sm-mbm is maximized, keeping all other parameters fixed. In (13), define β log 2 n t + m rf + log 2 |M|. Therefore,
Also, note that (16) it can be seen that that the upper and lower bounds for g(K ) differ by a constant factor of one for all K , 1 ≤ K ≤ N . Hence the upper and lower bounds achieve their maximum for same value of K and the maximum values differ by one. Further, g(K ) takes only integer values. Since there can be only one integer between the upper and lower bounds in (16) for any K , 1 ≤ K ≤ N , g(K ) must be the maximum integer value at the K at which the upper and lower bounds achieve their maximum. Therefore, η ti-sm-mbm also achieves its maximum value at same K which maximizes the upper and lower bounds. Since both upper and lower bounds achieve maximum for same value of K , we consider only the upper bound and find K opt that maximizes it. It can be shown that [48] 
where, H (q) = −q log 2 (q) − (1 − q) log 2 (1 − q) is the binary entropy function. The binomial coefficient N K and its upper and lower bounds reach their maximum value for the same value of
We find the value of K for which f (K ) is maximum. The K which maximizes f (K ) will also maximize η ti-sm-mbm . Differentiating f (K ) with respect to K and equating to zero, we obtain
Further simplification gives
Solving this for K gives
Further, if n t is a power of two, then Since f (K ) is a concave function, the K opt is indeed the value of K for which f (K ) is maximum. Since K is constrained to be an integer and K opt in (21) need not be an integer, we consider the nearest integer to the RHS of (21) to be the K opt . Equation (21) can be specialized to TI-SM and TI-MBM by substituting m rf = 0 (M = 1) and n t = 1, respectively. Figure 2 shows the variation of the achieved rate in TI-SM, TI-MBM, SM-MBM, and TI-SM-MBM as a function of K . The figure shows the values of η for varying K ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, N = 128, and L = 4. It can be seen that the rates are maximized only for certain values of K . Further, the values of K opt given by (21) coincide with the values of K that maximize η. An interesting observation is that, SM-MBM and TI-SM-MBM both use same number of n t , m rf , and N , and same modulation alphabet (BPSK). But SM-MBM uses all the time-slots for transmission, whereas TI-SM-MBM uses only K active slots. Even then, TI-SM-MBM's maximum achieved rate is higher than the achieved rate in SM-MBM.
F. ML DETECTION PERFORMANCE AND COMPLEXITY
The system model of TI-SM-MBM can be written in an alternate form as
where t i ∈ T is the N -length vector denoting the ith TAP, with T denoting the set of all valid TAPs, M j ∈ P is the jth M × K mirror activation matrix, whose K columns give the selected MAPs for the K active time slots, with P denoting the set of all M × K mirror activation matrices, and A k ∈ Q is the kth n t × K antenna activation matrix, whose K columns give the AAPs for the K active time slots, with Q denoting the the set of all antenna activation matrices. The vector s ∈ M K denotes the K non-zero symbols transmitted in the active time slots. In (22) , TI-SM-MBM system model of (22) becomes
The ML detection rule for TI-SM-MBM is then given by
The estimatedt i ,M j ,Â k ,ŝ are demapped to get the various index bits and conventional symbol bits. The ML rule in (24) can be specialized for TI-SM, TI-MBM, and SM-MBM. In Fig. 3 , we present the BER performance of the TI-SM, TI-MBM, SM-MBM, and TI-SM-MBM schemes under ML detection for N = 4, L = 2, and n r = 8. Note that in all the four schemes only one transmit RF chain is used. All the four schemes are configured such that they achieve the same rate of 3.2 bpcu. Also, for the time-indexed schemes (i.e., for TI-SM, TI-MBM, TI-SM-MBM) K is taken to be 2. To achieve 3.2 bpcu rate, TI-SM scheme uses n t = 4 and 32-QAM, TI-MBM uses n t = 1, m rf = 3, and 16-QAM, SM-MBM uses n t = 4, m rf = 1, and BPSK, and TI-SM-MBM uses n t = 4, m rf = 3, and 4-QAM. The following observations can be made from Fig. 3 .
• First, a comparison between TI-SM and TI-MBM shows that MBM with time indexing can be more attractive compared to SM with time indexing (about 2 dB advantage at 10 −3 BER). This is because, to match the bpcu, SM needs more antennas and/or increased QAM-size which can lead to relatively poor performance as observed in the figure. Note that n t = 4 and QAM-size is 32 for TI-SM, whereas n t = 1 and QAMsize is 16 for TI-MBM. The linear increase in rate as a function of number of mirrors in MBM allows this QAM-size reduction.
• Next, SM-MBM is found to outperform both TI-SM and TI-MBM (about 5.8 dB and 3.8 dB advantage, respectively, at 10 −3 BER). This can be attributed to the fact that time-indexed schemes incur a rate loss due to inactive time slots, and to compensate this loss the QAM-size and/or number of antennas and/or number of RF mirrors have to be increased in order to match the bpcu. This explains why TI-SM and TI-MBM need 32-QAM and 16-QAM, respectively, to achieve 3.2 bpcu. Whereas, SM-MBM achieves the same rate using just BPSK. On the other hand, time indexing offers the advantage of reduced inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to inactive slots. Here, the degrading effect of increased QAM-size dominates the beneficial effect of reduced ISI.
• Finally, TI-SM-MBM in which indexing is done on all the three entities (time slots, antennas, RF mirrors) is the most attractive (about 7.2 dB, 5.2 dB, and 1.4 dB advantage at 10 −3 BER compared to TI-SM, TI-MBM, and SM-MBM, respectively). Note that using time indexing on top of SM-MBM turns out to be advantageous compared to SM-MBM without time indexing. This is because, here, the beneficial effect of reduced ISI due to time indexing is more compared to the degrading effect of QAM-size increase from BPSK to 4-QAM. The above observations illustrate that indexing multiple entities with a careful choice of system configuration/parameters exploiting the underlying tradeoffs involved can be beneficial.
ML detection complexity: In (24), evaluation of H ijk s requires O(KNn r ) operations, and evaluation of both H ijk s 2 and y T (H ijk s) needs O(Nn r ) operations. Therefore, the complexity of computing (24) for a given t i , M j , A k , and s is O(KNn r ). The overall detection complexity for evaluating (24) , i.e., for all t i ∈ T, M j ∈ P, A k ∈ Q, and s ∈ M K is then given by O(KNn r |S ti-sm-mbm |). We have
Therefore, the overall ML detection complexity is O(
). It is noted that K ≤ N and hence N K +1 always dominates K K −1 . Therefore, the ML detection complexity is exponential in K , which is prohibitive for large-dimension signals. To address this detection complexity issue in multidimensional index modulation schemes, we exploit the inherent sparsity in the indexed transmit vectors to devise low complexity compressive sensing based detection algorithms.
III. COMPRESSIVE SENSING BASED DETECTION
It is noted that the transmit vectors in the multidimensional index modulation schemes presented in the previous section are inherently sparse. This can be seen from their signal sets VOLUME 6, 2018 defined in (4), (10) , (12) , and (14) . As a specific example, consider TI-SM-MBM with N = 16, K = 6, n t = 4, and m rf = 4. While the length of each transmit vector is Nn t M = 16 × 4 × 2 4 = 1024, there are only K = 6 nonzero elements in each vector. This results in a sparsity factor of
1024 . This sparsity can be exploited for efficient signal detection using sparse recovery algorithms.
A. SPARSITY-EXPLOITING SIGNAL DETECTION
Several sparse recovery algorithms are known in the literature [34] - [36] . A sparse recovery algorithm seeks solution to the following problem:
where A ∈ C m×n is the called the sensing matrix, b ∈ C m×1 is the noisy observation corresponding to the input vector x ∈ C n×1 , and n ∈ C m×1 is the noise vector. The sparse nature of the index modulation transmit vectors allows us to model the signal detection problem at the receiver as a sparse recovery problem of the form (26) . In our detection problem, the sensing matrix A in (26) is the channel matrix H, the noisy observation b is the received signal vector y, and the goal is to detect the sparse transmit vector x. We adapt greedy sparse recovery algorithms such as orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [34] , compressed sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP) [35] , and subspace pursuit (SP) [36] for our purpose. Algorithm1 lists the sparsity-exploiting detection algorithm for TI-SM-MBM. tx r ,(j) = TAP(x r ) Extract TAP 6: if tx r ,(j) 0 = K and tx r ,(j) ∈ T
7:
for k = 1 to N
8:xk
= argmin s∈S sm-mbm
end for 10: break; break repeat loop 11: else j = j + 1 and ii) detecting the SM-MBM signal vector in each active time slot. In a given iteration j, the estimated TAP, tx r ,(j) , is obtained from the received vector as follows.
A TI-SM-MBM signal vector consists of SM-MBM signal vectors in K active time slots and zero vectors in N − K inactive time slots. The SM-MBM signal vector in an active time slot consists of only one non-zero element. Hence, SR is expected to reconstructx r with exactly one non-zero element in the subvector of each active time slot. This constraint on the expected support set is not incorporated in the standard sparse recovery algorithms. A standard sparse recovery algorithm can output a vector with K non-zero entries in any of the Nn t M positions ofx r . In order to extract TAP fromx r , the algorithm treats a time slot with at least one non-zero entry in the subvector of that time slot to be an active time slot. In order to identify the K active time slots in the TI-SM-MBM signal vector, SR is used multiple times over a range of sparsity values starting from K . The TAP vector corresponding tox r in the jth iteration is obtained such that tx r ,(j) k = 1 if kth slot is active and zero otherwise. The input sparsity value is incremented by one till a valid TAP is obtained. On recovering anx r with valid TAP, the subvector in each active time slot is mapped to the SM-MBM signal vector which is nearest in the Euclidean sense (i.e., to the nearest vector in S sm-mbm ). This is shown in Step 8 of the algorithm, wherex k r denotes the n t M × 1-length recovered subvector in the kth time slot andx k is the signal vector to whichx k r gets mapped. The detected TI-SM-MBM signal vector output from the algorithm isx = [x 1 Tx 2 T · · ·x N T ] T . The decoding of information bits fromx involves obtaining time-slot index bits, mirror index bits, antenna index bits, and QAM symbol bits. The time-slot index bits are decoded from the indices of active time slots inx using combinadics based decoding [8] . The mirror index bits and antenna index bits are decoded from the detected SM-MBM signal vectors in active time slots. The detected SM-MBM signal vector also gives the QAM symbol being transmitted, from which QAM bits can be decoded.
Algorithm1 can be used for the detection of TI-SM, TI-MBM, and SM-MBM, as they are special cases of TI-SM-MBM. The only change is in the nearest symbol mapping in
Step 8, wherex k r has to be mapped to the nearest SM signal vector from S sm for TI-SM and to the nearest MBM signal vector from S mbm for TI-MBM.
Complexity: For an m × n sensing matrix and a k-sparse vector, the order of complexity of OMP, CoSaMP, and SP are O(kmn) [36] . In the proposed algorithm, the sparse recovery (SR) algorithm is used several times with sparsity estimate increased by one in each iteration till a signal vector with valid TAP is reconstructed. Therefore, the order of complexity of sparse reconstruction is given by 
Further, the complexity of the inner 'for loop' in Algorithm1 (for minimum distance mapping) is
. Therefore, the overall complexity is max{O(N 4 (n t M ) 3 n r ), O(Nn t |M|M 2 )}. It can be seen that the complexity is only polynomial in N , n t , M , M, and n r . This shows the reduced complexity of the sparsityexploiting detection algorithm.
B. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
This subsection presents the BER performance of the various index modulation schemes with OMP, CoSaMP, and SP based detection.
1) TI-SM-MBM PERFORMANCE WITH OMP, CoSaMP, SP
In Fig. 4 
2) TI-SM, TI-MBM, SM-MBM, TI-SM-MBM PERFORMANCE WITH SP BASED DETECTION
In Fig TI-SM and TI-MBM schemes. Also, TI-SM-MBM performs the best among all the considered schemes. We can see that this comparative performance behavior of the considered schemes for large-dimension systems (N = 16, K = 6, length of the signal vectors: 2 8 to 2 11 ) with SP based detection is similar in trend compared to what was observed for smalldimension systems (N = 4, K = 2, length of the signal vectors: 2 4 to 2 7 ) with ML detection in Fig. 3 . The reasoning we presented in Sec. II-F for the relative performance in Fig. 3 applies here as well.
3) EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF RECEIVE ANTENNAS, n r
In Fig. 6 , we present the BER performance of TI-SM, TI-MBM, SM-MBM and TI-SM-MBM schemes as a function of number of receive antennas at an SNR of 4 dB. It can be seen that the BER performance of TI-SM-MBM improves drastically with the increase in number of receive antennas compared to other schemes. TI-SM-MBM requires n r = 9 receive antennas to achieve a BER of 10 −4 , whereas SM-MBM requires n r = 12 and TI-MBM requires n r = 22 receive antennas to achieve the same BER. TI-SM exhibits poor performance with an error floor above 10 −4 BER. These VOLUME 6, 2018 results illustrate that indexing increased number of transmit entities (e.g., as in TI-SM-MBM) can render the possibility of achieving a reduction in the required number of receive antennas at the receiver.
IV. INDEXING IN LOAD MODULATED ARRAYS
In this section, we investigate indexing opportunities in load modulated arrays. We first introduce the concept of LM in multiantenna systems [41] , [42] , and illustrate its bit error performance. Extending the idea of RF mirror indexing in MBM in conventional single/multiple antenna systems, we propose MBM in LMAs (we refer this scheme as MBM-LM scheme). We also introduce and investigate time-indexed LM (TI-LM) and time-indexed MBM-LM (TI-MBM-LM) schemes, where time slots and RF mirrors are indexed in LMAs.
A. LOAD MODULATION IN MULTIANTENNA SYSTEMS
In conventional RF transmitter hardware, circuit impedance is kept constant and a voltage is formed proportional to the information bearing signal. This is called the traditional 'voltage modulation'. It has the advantage that the circuit impedance can be matched to the antenna load impedance for optimum power transfer. A disadvantage, however, is that the PA needs to be backed-off considerably to ensure a linear response over the entire input voltage range. In spatially multiplexed multiantenna systems, separate PAs in each RF chain must be driven with sufficient back-offs. RF hardware cost and power efficiency concerns thus become impediments to the deployment of massive antenna arrays. Load modulation is attractive for large antenna arrays [41] , [42] . Load modulated array refers to an array architecture wherein the antenna load impedances are chosen to be proportional to the information bearing signals while being driven by a sinusoid of fixed amplitude and phase and a single central power amplifier (CPA) [41] . Referring to a multiantenna transmitter, the load impedance in the lth antenna, Z l (t), is chosen to be proportional to the lth transmit signal s l (t), l = 1, 2, · · · , n t . The circuit that achieves this is called a load modulator. A load modulator can be implemented by means of varactor diodes or pin-diodes [43] . Load modulation thus generates input currents to the antennas based on information bearing signals, in effect implementing the desired constellation in the analog domain [41] . Figure 7 shows a load modulated array. The effective admittance seen by the power source is the sum of the admittances of all antenna loads, i.e.,
The single power source becomes equivalent to n t parallel power sources, each with an average admittance Y (t)/n t . Since Y (t) varies with the information bearing signals, there may be a mismatch between circuit impedance and effective antenna impedance, and so power may be reflected back to the CPA. A circulator is therefore used to redirect any reflected power to a resistor R. For massive antenna arrays (large n t ), the law of large numbers ensures that the average admittance Y (t)/n t does not vary much even while the individual admittances may vary significantly. So the circuit impedance can be matched to the average impedance, which results in only a small power being reflected back to the CPA. We term the assembly of the CPA, circulator, and n t antennas and their associated load modulators as a 'load modulation transmit unit' (LM-TU) -see Fig. 7 . The efficiency of the CPA in an LM-TU is determined by the peak to average sum power ratio (PASPR), which is the peak to average power ratio (PAPR) aggregated over all the antenna elements [45] . For massive antenna arrays, the PASPR tends asymptotically to one due to law of large numbers, and therefore the CPA can be operated at its highest efficiency. For small number of antennas, however, the PASPR can be more than one. To obtain a PASPR close to one with small number of antennas, it is desired that the sum power radiated by the antennas be made constant. A way to achieve this is to use phase modulation on the hypersphere (PMH) [45] .
PMH uses points on the n t -dimensional hypersphere to form the LM alphabet. Let S lm denote the n M -ary LM alphabet, where
denote the n t -dimensional complex-valued hypersphere of radius
One way to obtain the signal vectors that constitute S lm is by generating uniformly distributed vectors on the hypersphere and clustering them [45] . An n t × 1 signal vector s from S lm chosen based on log 2 n M information bits gets transmitted in a channel use by the n t load modulators as shown in Fig. 7 . Assuming n r antennas at the receiver, the received signal vector y can be written as
where H denotes the n r × n t matrix of channel gains such that the gain from the jth transmit antenna to the ith receive antenna h ij ∼ CN (0, 1) and n is the n r × 1 noise vector with n ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I). The ML detection rule is then given bŷ
B. CONSTRUCTION OF LM SIGNAL SET
Optimal construction of the LM signal set S LM can be formulated as a spherical code construction problem [45] . A spherical code C(K , 2M , θ min ) is defined as K code vectors in R 2M with a least angular separation θ min . For example, C(n M , 2n t , θ min ) could be thought of as the optimal signal set for an LMA with n t transmit antennas and achieving a spectral efficiency of log 2 n M bpcu. However, such spherical codes are known only for some M and K [46] . Suboptimal methods may therefore be used to construct LM signal sets. One method is to use spherical k-means clustering (kMC) algorithm to solve the optimization problem [47] . This algorithm operates on a large number of vectors on a multidimensional hypersphere and iterates to group them into k clusters while maximizing the inter-cluster distances. To construct an LM signal set using the spherical k-means clustering algorithm, a large number of vectors are generated uniformly on the surface of a 2n t -dimensional hypersphere and grouped into n M clusters. When the number of dimensions (n t ) is large and the vectors do not possess a inherent cluster structure, this algorithm can get expensive in terms of complexity when the required number of clusters (n M ) increases. In such cases, as an alternative to the algorithmic construction approach, choosing random vectors on the surface of a multidimensional hypersphere can serve as a low complexity approach to generate LM signal sets [44] .
C. LM PERFORMANCE
In this subsection, we present the performance of LM under ML detection. The effect of dimensionality of LM signals (i.e., n t ) and size of the LM signal set (i.e., n M ) on the bit error performance is illustrated. The LM signal sets are constructed using kMC algorithm. Figure 8 shows the performance of LM with n t = 2, 8, n r = 8, and n M = 256 (i.e., 8 bpcu). It is noted that, owing to their constant modulus nature, conventional PSK signal sets can also be used as LM signal sets. So, in addition to the performance of LM signal sets generated by the kMC algorithm, the performance of conventional PSK signal sets on each antenna (referred to as 'per-antenna PSK' (PA-PSK)) for the same 8 bpcu (using 16-PSK and BPSK for n t = 2 and 8, respectively) are also plotted for comparison purposes. The following observations can be made in Fig. 8 . The performance of LM improves with increasing signal dimensionality, i.e., larger the dimensionality (n t ), better is the performance. For example, the performance with n t = 8 is better by about 5.5 dB at a BER of 10 −3 compared to that with n t = 2. Also, at a BER of 10 −3 , LM with kMC generated signal set performs better than PA-PSK by about 2.5 dB with n t = 2 and by about 1 dB with n t = 8. This better performance is because LM uses a signal set optimized jointly over the n t dimensions, whereas PA-PSK repeats a per-dimension PSK signal set over all the antennas.
In Fig. 9 , we plot the performance for LM for varying sizes of the signal set, i.e., varying n M , for n t = n r = 8. The performance for n M = 64, 256, 1024, corresponding to 6,8,10 bpcu, respectively, are plotted. As expected, the performance degrades for increasing n M . This is because the distances between signal vectors in the signal set get reduced for increasing n M . Also, it has been shown in [44] that the LM signal sets generated using random phases achieve performance close to that achieved by algorithmically (e.g., kMC) constructed LM signal sets, particularly when the signal set size (n M ) and signal dimension (n t ) are large [44] .
D. MEDIA-BASED MODULATION WITH LM (MBM-LM)
In this subsection, we present MBM-LM scheme which employs LM with n t antennas as the basic modulation scheme and MBM with m rf RF mirrors as the mirror indexing overlay on LM. The MBM-LM transmitter is shown in Fig. 10 . It consists of n t antennas and m rf RF mirrors placed near the ensemble of the n t -antenna array. In each channel use, an n tlength LM signal vector gets transmitted by the n t antennas, and m rf information bits control the ON/OFF status of the m rf mirrors. The achieved rate in MBM-LM scheme is therefore given by
where n M is the size of the LM signal set. Note that M 2 m rf MAPs are possible. Let n r denote the number of receive antennas. Each MAP results in an n r × n t fade matrix, whose entries are assumed to be i.i.d. CN (0, 1). Let H i denote the fade matrix corresponding to the ith MAP. The collection of all the fade matrices {H 1 , H 2 , · · · , H M } forms the channel alphabet. The MBM-LM signal set, which is the set of all Mn t × 1-sized vectors that can be transmitted, is given by
where 0 denotes a n t × 1 column of zeros, and [j] denotes the set of indices (j−1)n t +1 :
as the overall n r × Mn t channel matrix, the received signal can be written as y = Hs + n, where s belongs to the MBM-LM alphabet S mbm-lm and n is the n r × 1 noise vector with n ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I). ML detection performance: In Fig. 11 , we present the BER performance of MBM-LM and LM schemes under ML detection. We also present the BER performance of SM and MBM. All schemes are configured to achieve 8 bpcu and have n r = 16. We note that both SM and MBM require only one PA for transmission and are comparable in hardware complexity to LM and MBM-LM. The LM signal sets are obtained on the n t -dimensional hypersphere using the kMC algorithm. The following observations can be made from Fig. 11 .
• LM performs better than other single PA schemes like MBM and SM. For example, at 10 −3 BER, LM with n t = 4 and n M = 256 performs better by about 2.5 dB compared to MBM with n t = 1, m rf = 4, and 16-QAM. This better performance in LM is because of the n t -dimensional nature of the LM signals, which results in better distance properties in LM signal sets.
• ) are used and they form the set of valid TAPs, denoted by T. On each active slot, an LM signal vector from S lm is transmitted so that K log 2 n M bits are conveyed in K active slots. The achieved rate in the TI-LM scheme is therefore given by
The TI-LM signal set, denoted by S ti-lm , is the set of Nn t × 1-sized vectors obtained by concatenating N vectors each of size n t × 1, as follows:
where t s denotes the TAP corresponding to s. An Nn t × 1 TI-LM signal vector from S ti-lm is transmitted over N slots in a frame.
The channel is assumed to remain constant over one frame duration and to be perfectly known at the receiver. After the removing the CP, the Nn r × 1 received signal vector can be written as y = Hs + n, where n is Nn r × 1 noise vector with n ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I) and H is Nn r × Nn t equivalent block circulant matrix having the same form and statistics as in (6) . In Fig. 12 , we present the BER performance of TI-LM scheme with N = 4, K = 2, n t = 4, n M = 32, L = 2, 2.4 bpcu, and ML detection. The performance of conventional LM (without time indexing) with the same 2.4 bpcu is also presented for comparison. The conventional LM achieves 2.4 bpcu using N = 4, n t = 4, n M = 8, L = 2. Both systems use n r = 8 and ML detection. The LM signal sets are obtained from the kMC algorithm as before. It can be observed that, at 10 −4 BER, TI-LM performs better by about 1 dB compared to conventional LM without time indexing, which is due to reduced ISI in TI-LM.
ML detection performance:

F. TIME INDEXED MBM-LM (TI-MBM-LM)
In this section, we consider TI-MBM-LM, a multidimensional indexing scheme for LMAs. In TI-MBM-LM, time slots and RF mirrors are indexed simultaneously. Time indexing is done by choosing K out of N time slots in a frame as active slots, based on log 2 N K bits. In an active time slot, RF mirrors are controlled by m rf bits. A signal vector from S lm is transmitted by the antenna array. Therefore, the achieved rate in TI-MBM-LM scheme is given by
TI-MBM-LM signal set: In TI-MBM-LM, an MBM-LM signal vector from S mbm-lm is transmitted in an active time slot and nothing gets transmitted in an inactive time slot. Let s i denote the transmit vector in ith slot, i = 1, · · · , N . The TI-MBM-LM signal set is then given by
T : s j ∈ S mbm-lm ∪ 0, s 0 = Kn t and t s ∈ T}, (37) where 0 denotes the Mn t × 1 zero vector, T is the set of all valid TAPs, and t s is the TAP corresponding to s. The length of a TI-LM-MBM signal vector is thus NMn t × 1. A signal vector from S ti-mbm-lm is transmitted in a frame.
After the removing the CP, the Nn r × 1 received signal vector can be written as y = Hs + n, where n is Nn r × 1 noise vector with n ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I) and H is Nn r × NMn t equivalent block circulant matrix having the same form and statistics as in (6) , where H l now denotes the n r × Mn t channel matrix corresponding to the lth multipath. 
ML detection performance:
In Fig. 13 , we present the BER performance of TI-MBM-LM with N = 4, K = 2, n t = 4, m rf = 2, n M = 8, and L = 2. This configuration achieves 2.4 bpcu. For comparison, we also show the performance of MBM-LM and TI-LM schemes that achieve 2.4 bpcu. At 10 −4 BER, it is observed that TI-MBM-LM performs about 2 dB better than MBM-LM. This is because of reduced ISI in TI-MBM-LM. Also, TI-LM performs better by about 1.5 dB when compared to MBM-LM, suggesting that performance degradation in LMAs due to ISI is more pronounced than that due to adding more vectors on the multidimensional hypersphere. 
G. LOW-COMPLEXITY DETECTION OF TI-MBM-LM SIGNALS
It is seen that the ML detection of a TI-MBM-LM frame has a complexity that increases exponentially with K . In order to enable the detection of large-dimensional TI-MBM-LM signals, in this subsection, we present a low-complexity detection algorithm using message passing. The proposed algorithm carries out the detection in two stages. The first stage is a minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator, and the second stage is a message passing based detector. The purpose of the first stage detection is to provide an estimate of the indices of the active time slots in the TI-MBM-LM frame. Using this estimate, the message passing based detector in the second stage obtains a maximum a posteriori estimate of the MBM-LM signals in each active slot. Finally, these estimates are demapped to obtain an estimate of the transmitted information bit sequence.
Stage 1: The first stage detection is performed using MMSE estimator aŝ 
where z is a KMn t × 1 vector containing MBM-LM vectors from K active slots whose indices are found above, and G is the Nn r × KMn t channel matrix obtained by choosing the columns of H at the indices corresponding to the active slots.
Stage 2:
The second stage of the algorithm is a message passing based algorithm that works on the model given by (39) . The message passing algorithm gives the estimates of the indices of the modulation symbols. We have z = [z T 1 z T 2 · · · z T k · · · z T K ] T , where z k ∈ S mbm-lm is the Mn t -length vector transmitted in the kth time slot. The graphical model for the message passing algorithm consists of K variable nodes each corresponding to a z k , and Nn r observation nodes each corresponding to a y i . This graphical model is illustrated in Fig. 14 
We approximate d i,k to be Gaussian with mean µ i,k and variance σ 2 i,k , where 
where p ki (v) denotes the a posteriori probability (APP) message computed at the variable nodes as Damping of the messages is done in (43) with a damping factor δ ∈ (0, 1] to improve convergence. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated for a fixed number of iterations. At the end of these iterations, the vector probabilities for k = 1, · · · , K are computed as
The estimatesẑ k s are obtained by choosing the signal vector v ∈ S lm that has the largest APP, i.e.,
The decoded bits of all the active slots are obtained by demappingẑ k to information bits ∀k. The complexity of the algorithm is O(Nn r K |S mbm-lm |), which scales linearly in K . Performance results: In Fig. 15 , we present the BER performance of the proposed algorithm for TI-MBM-LM with the following parameters: N = 16, K = 6, L = 4, n t = 2, m rf = 2, n M = 16, n r = 12, and 2.52 bpcu. The performance of MBM-LM without time indexing for N = K = 16, L = 4, n t = 2, n M = 2, n r = 12, and message passing detection is also shown for comparison. It is seen that TI-MBM-LM performs better by about 5 dB compared to MBM-LM at 10 −3 BER. This is due to substantial ISI present in MBM-LM transmission compared to TI-MBM-LM.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper showed that conveying information bits through simultaneous indexing of multiple transmission entities is an efficient signaling approach. This was shown by presenting multidimensional index modulation schemes in which transmit antennas, time slots, and RF mirrors are indexed simultaneously to convey information bits. ML detection performance of these schemes pointed to very good performance possible through the multidimensional indexing approach. We also explored the feasibility and benefits of indexing in load modulation. Indexing time and RF mirrors showed promising performance gains in LMAs. To enable the detection of large-dimension signals in multidimensional schemes, we explored two low-complexity detection approaches. In the first approach, we exploited the inherent sparsity present in their signal vectors. In the second approach, we devised a message passing algorithm that employed a Gaussian approximation of interference. These detection approaches showed attractive performance. The results indicate that indexing multiple transmission entities with a careful choice of system configuration/parameters exploiting the underlying tradeoffs involved can be beneficial.
